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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Detailed theoretical investigations [Chi80,Mos82,Kle85] of (p,n) and (p,p') data

indicate that the reaction mechanisms operative at intermediate energies and for

energy losses up to several tens of MeV are predominantly single-step in nature.

In these direct reactions, only a few nucleons take part in the reaction, with the

remaining nucleons of the target serving as passive spectators. Many excited

states of the product nucleus can be reached in these reactions.

The charge-exchange nucleon-nucleus reaction at intermediate energies has an

unique advantage over other types of reactions, since it has been established

[Love81,Love85] that at these energies they preferentially excite nuclear spin-

isospin modes. In a single scattering picture, this means that the charge-exchange

process is mediated primarily by the spin-isospin part of the effective nucleon-

nucleon (NAI) interaction. The interaction based on the NN t- matrix provides

a good description of experimental cross sections for those isovector spin-flip ex-

citations for which the relevant aspects of nuclear structure are known [Com82].

The main reasons for the present study was to measure the strength of the

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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Gamow-Teller transiuion and to test the 3(N-Z) sum rule in an odd-mass nucleus.

Previous charge-exchange measurements on odd-mass nuclei has revealed rather

large, unexpected differences in their unit cross sections, A(GT), compared to

those of neighboring even-mass nuclei. These A(Gf) values were determined

from the Gamow-Teller to Fermi (GT/F) strength ratios. The origin of these

differences is still unknown, but it might lie in the effective NN interaction

[Love85], or in nuclear structure effects, or in an interplay of both. Fluctuations

in A(GT) also occur. For example, the a(G?) values for 13C, 15N and 3eK are

Iarger than those for adjacent nuclei by 40To - 50Yo while the reF case appears

to have 'normal' A(Gf) values.
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The quenching of the Gamow-Teller strength has been interpreted as mixing of the

GT nuclear excitations with the internal degrees of freedom (i.e., the A) [Wei83]'

but configuration mixing in these transitions is also important [Ari8a]. As has

been reported by [Rap83,Gaa84], it seerns that up to about 20 MeV excitation

energ'y, the quenching factor Qr = DB(GT),-ptlDB(GT)th.o, :0.65 + 0-05,

but due to the factors mentioned above this value fluctuates between -0.4 and

-0.8.

Ltlr+-r0/0

The calculation of each p-decay transition strength is model dependent. However,

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/



ucti

a model independent sum rule for the total strength states [Ikeda64] that

lrlcry- - t B(Gr)+ - t(N - z) (1 1)

Is(r)--DB(p)+:N-z (1 2)

where Z and N are the proton and neutron numbers, and B(F) and B(GT) are

the Fermi(F) and Gamow-Teller(GT) matrix elements respectively. In medium

nuclei, such as iron, cobalt, etc., and heavy nuclei, such as zirconium, etc., the

strengths of the Gamow-Teller matrix elements, B(GT)+, are thought to be small

due to Pauli blocking. This forms the subject of a related research project". The

Fermi strength is believed to be concentrated in a single narrow state: the Iso-

baric Analogue state (IAS) [And62]. It is thus of interest to measure both (p,n)

and (n,p) cross sections on the same nucleus and to investigate the degree of

quenching of the GT strength. These reactions types allow the study of isovec-

tor excitations without interfel'ence of isoscalar ones. In reaction such as (p,p')

and (e,e'), isoscalar excitations can also be excited. Charge-exchange reactions

on N ) Z mtclei with isospin 7i can excite states with isospin 4 and 7} + t.

Fromfigure 1.1 it can be seen that, in the (n,p) reactions, only the 71+ t states

can be excited. It can also be seen from the isospin Clebsch-Gordonb coefficients

involved that the (p,p') reaction favours the population of 7} states; and (p,n)

reactions that of T, - | states. For large values of. To, (p,n) transitions to 7: + 1

are inhibited by a large isospin factor. Por (n,p) reactions the isospin factor is

unity.

oThe collaborators are: K Bharuth-Ram, IJ Lazarus, D Naidoo (UDW); IJ van Heerden

(UWC); DG Aschman, RW Fearick, D Steyn (UCT); WR McMurray(NAC)
tThe square of a Clebsch- Gordon coefficient represents the probability of finding the product

state.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/



In order to test the sum rule and to determine the degree of quenching, a large

data set which can be treated in a consistent way is desirable. Such a data set

was obtained at the National Accelerator Centre (NAC), using the beam swinger

and a bank of six plastic scintillator detectors. A seCo target, 44 mgf cm2 thick,

was bombarded at 07as : 0o at four different incident proton energies, i.e 90

MeV, 120 MeV, 160 MeV and 200 MeV. At 120 MeV, 160 MeV and 200 MeV

the experiment was also performed at 0tta = 2o and 4o.

Energy level diagrams for seCo and seNi are shown in figure 1.2. As described

in chapter 2, on the GT and F selection rules, the |- groundstate level of seNi

can not be excited by a GT or a F transition. However, the transition from the

[- grorndstate of seCo to the t- state at 0.34 MeV in seNi is predominantly

a AL:0, AJ-1 and AS-1 transition caused by the GT operators. In chapter

4 Shell-Model calculations of the Gamow-Teller strengths, L B(Gf)-, for this

nucleus, are compared with the experimentally observed strengths.

Introduction 5
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Chapter 2

THEORETICAL

BACKGROUND

The (p,n) reaction complements the B- decay process. In this chapter I will

discuss the relevant theory behind this process and give an overview of the in-

teraction between the incoming nucleon and the target nucleons. I will discuss

the advantages of using the (p,n) reaction as a Gamow-Teller probe and also

look at the differential cross section formula given by the distorted-wave impulse

approximation (DWIA).

2.t Nuclear Beta Decay

B- d,ecay is the nuclear process in which a nucleus made up of Z protons and N

neutrons decays to a nucleus of the same nucleon number A but with (Zt1,N+1).

A B- decay,

n+p*v*e- (2.1)

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/



Nuclear Beta Decay I

Fermi(F) Gamow-Teller(GT)

A.S: 0

A?: O

II; = 11/

A,S : 0, *1 (but no 0 - 0)

A?:0,*1

fI; : II/

Table 2.1: Fermi and Gamow-Teller transitions selection rules

may be regarded as the transformation of one of the neutrons in the nucleus to

a proton and a B+ decay,,

p--+n*u*e+ (2.2)

as the transformation of a proton to a neutron. Since the leptons carry off very

little momentum, the transition favours L :0 (where .L is the total angular mo-

mentum of the two lepton system with respect to the nucleus). Transitions of

L > 0 are generally small and are said to be forbidden.

For the allowed decays, listed in Table 2.1, the nuclear part of the B+-decay

transition operator, O(B), has the form,

A A

O(il = G"DI+U) * GeD "U)r*U).
(2.3)

,=l j=l

The summation is over A nucleons constituting a particular nucleus. Ge is the

axial vector coupling constant and Gv the vector coupling constant. The Gamow-

Teller term involves both the spin operator, a(j), and isospin raising and lowering

operator, ,(j)+. The Fermi (F) term involves only the isospin raising and low-

ering operator. Under the assumption that isospin is an exact quantum number,

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/



Nuclear Beta Decay I

Target(5eCo) Residual(ssNi)

ground state l"t excited state

Spin(S)

Isospin(T)

Parity(r )

Ii

q
2

g
2

g
2

!.
2

g
2

Table 2.2: Properties of target and residual nucleus

the Fermi matrix element, GvDl=rr+(i), can be evaluated without having to

know explicitly what wave functions are involved [Wong9O]. It was found that

Fermi decay goes primarily between isobaric analogue states (IAS) where the only

difference between the initial and final states is the replacement of a proton by a

neutron or vice versa.

For the Gamow-Teller (GT) operator, Di o(j)r*(j), the summation over nucle-

ons cannot be carried out explicitly, since both spin and isospin are acted upon

at the same time. Unlike Fermi decays, matrix elements for the Gamow-Teller

cannot be evaluated unless both the initial and final wave functions are given.

The initial and final states are, therefore, related. The spins, isospins and parities

of the target nucleus ground state and of the ground and first excited states of

the product nucleus in the seCo(p,n)seNi reactions are listed in table 2.2. It is

evident that the ground state of seNi cannof be reached by the Gamow-Teller

operator. The first excited state is, however, a possible Gamow-Teller transition.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/



lon

Beta decay transition strengths can be deduced reliably [Wilk82,Bopp86] from

beta decay lifetimes according to

B(F)+ (1.260 + 0.008)2.8 (GT):616q + 2. 
Q.4)

where / is a calculable function that accourrt, to, tfr" ,ri: space, t the measured

half-life, B(F) and B(GT) the Fermi and Gamow-Teller matrix elements which

are given by

B(r)* = ,#rffllt,f ll,)l' (2.5)

.1
B(Gr)* : fil(i llD "1,,f11;112. (2.6)

The reduced matrix elements are defined by Bohr and Mottelson [Bohr69] and

,f, ir th" k'r raising or lowering operator.

2.2 Effective Nucleon-Nucleon interaction

In order to calculate and interpret nucleon-nucleus scattering in the intermediate

energy range one has to have a knowledge of the coupling between the projec-

tile and target nucleons [Love81,Love85]. The main distinction between nucleons

(i.e protons and neutrons) is found in their electromagnetic properties: namely,

charge and magnetic dipole moment. However, in nuclear forces, like in all strong

interactions, such differences do not appear; i.e., in the absence of an electromag-

netic interaction, a proton cannot be distinguished from a neutron. To calculate

and understand nucleon-nucleus scattering, is, therefore, indeed a complex prob-

lem and we must be content with a phenomenological approach, namely that of

obtaining the nucleon-nucleon, NN, coupling from measurements of ,A/,A/ scat-

tering observables.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/



Effective Nucleon-Nucleon interaction

It is widely believed that at intermediate energies the impulse approximation

(IA) should provide a reasonable starting point. In the IA the effective interac-

tion between the incident nucleon and each of the target nucleons is taken to be

the t matrix of the free NN interaction. For certain types of transitions, correc-

tions to the AlAl t matrix are known to be important. The two most important

of these have been identified as

1. medium modifications due to Pauli blocking and short - range correlations,

and

2. the use of a relativistic (Dirac) framework

It is evident that, as more complete ,A/,A/ information becomes available, the

present interaction will have to be updated.

The effective interaction between the projectile (p) and the ith nucleon can be

represented by a sum of three terms, the central (C) term, spin - orbit (LS) term,

and the tensor (T) term:

v;o : vc (r;r) + vLS 1r;p)L ' S + vr 1r,o)srp(f;r) (2-7)

where VcrVtt, and V" depend on the isospin as well as the energy of the in-

cident nucleon. The knock-on exchange terms are included either explicitly or

implicitly via a short-range approximation [Petr8O].

Some of the most important properties of the effective interaction can be under-

stood by considering the modulus of the NN t-matrix interaction as a function of

momentum transfer (g), projectile kinetic energy (7r) and spin and isospin trans-

fers ,S and ?. The energy dependence of the central parts of the.A/.4/ interaction

at zero momentum transfer (q - 0) for 100 < Tr(MeV) S AOO is illustrated in

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/



Effective Nucleon-Nucleon interaction 11

E

to
=

o
d

2@ !& 6@

Tr(MeV)

Figure 2.1: Energy dependence of the magnitudes of the central (direct and ex-

change) parts of the NN t matrir.

Figure 2.1. Characteristic of this plot is the dominance of the scalar-isoscalar

part t! of. t161,1 and the pronounced energy dependence of the tf (non-spin-flip)

component [Love8l]. By contrast, the energy dependence of the t!"(spin-flip)

component is seen to be very weak between 100 and 800 MeV. The isovector am-

plitudes tl and, t!" drive the (p,n) reaction, since charge-exchange reactions filter

out the otherwise dominant to term. The dominance of tf" between 100 and 500

MeV incident energies, due to the sharp decrease in tf above -50 MeV, has been

widely exploited in the interpretation of isovector spin modes in charge-exchange

reactions [Good80], since one may selectively excite different types of states.

A quantity which has been particularly useful-in the identification and interpreta-

tion of isovector excitations, is the rutio lt,, f t,l2 at q = 0. The energy dependence

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/



The (p,n) reaction as a Garnow-Teller probe t2

A

x

xx

o
trq

.:_

b

=

300 6@ 700 r0@
T,_oo (MeV)

Figure 2.2: Energy d,ependence of the ratio lt,,(q:O)lt,(q:0)l'. The lines

represent impulse approximation calculations as described in the text. L, and, a

are experimental data [Tadd,81].

of this quantity is shown in Figure 2.2 f.or the NAI amplitudes based on the 1979

phase parameters of Arndt et al.lLrnd83] and of Bugg el o/. [Bugg80], the dashed

curve, as well as for the 1984 SP84 If,A/ amplitudes, the solid curve. The ratios

based on the SP84 amplitudes agree well with experimental values [Tadd81] ex-

tracted from the (p,n) reactions below -200 MeV [Love87]. This ratio determines

to a large extent which type of mode (AS : 1 or AS : 0) should dominate the

spectrum at a given beam energy.

2.3 The (p,r) reaction as a Gamow-Teller probe

After simple corrections for distortion effects [Good80], 0" (p,r) reactions are

found to be proportional to the squares of the corresponding Fermi and Gamow-

Teller matrix elements extracted from B-decay measurements. This correspon-

dence derives from the similarity of the operators involved in each type of reaction.

The isovector terms in the effective.A/.A/ interaction that mediate low momentum

x
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Isovector excitations at small nturn transfers t4

transfer spin-flip (AS-1) transitions,

D;Vo,(r;)c; . opri . rp1

and non-spin-flip (AS:0) transitions,

D;V(r;o)r;'r*

are similar to the corresponding operators

GaL;a;r,+ and GvD;r!

for Gamow-Teller and Fermi p-decay, respectively [Tadd87]

At energies larger than about 50 MeV the isovector spin-flip component of the

effective interaction dominates over the non-spin-flip component. At intermedi-

ate energies and at 0:0o (momentum transfer g = 0), where tensor, spin-orbit,

and other L > 0 effects are generally small, this leads to the selective spin-flip

excitations [Love8l] of states that are connected to the target ground state by

transitions analogous to GT p-decay. Since the (p,n) reaction is not subjected to

the energetic limitations of B-decay, it therefore can be used to probe the entire

GT strength.

2.4 Isovector excitations at small momentum

transfers

In the distorted-wave approximation the differential cross section is given by

[Satch6a]

d,o

do
l.t kt 1

)' rl / ,!-).tr,) < /l D up(r-P1,)l; > xl*)(,-, )d",ol',(

(2.8)

ffi ki (2J; * 1)(2s, + 1) I
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where pr denotes the reduced energy devided by c2 and ,b the wave number, in

the centre of mass. 4 is the total angular momentum and s, the intrinsic spin of

the incident projectile. The X's are the distorted waves, < /lD; uip(l - Pi)li >
the target matrix element, ui, the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction, Pp the

permutation operator accounting for knock-out exchange, and the sum outside

the absolute value brackets is over the initial- and final-spin projections of the

projectile and target.

The time-of-flight technique used for (p,n) studies permits measurements of cross

sections at 0o where the (p,n) preferentially populates transitions with appreciable

Fermi and Gamow-Teller matrix elements. The (p,n) reaction selects the isovector

(Af : 1) parts of the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction and for 0o scattering,

the low momentum transfer components provide the dominant contributions to

the transition amplitude. With this simplification [Good80] the 0o cross sections

for (p,n) transitions with Fermi and/or Gamow-Teller strength can be described

by [Petr69]

do _(t, \rkltn,,
ffito') - \R ) k, [,,' lJ,f B@) t No,lJ,,l' BGr)), (2.9)

where N" and A{n" are the distortion factors which account for the incident flux

loss due to the scattering process, and J, and Jo, represent the volume integrals

(g - 0 component) of the central isovector non-spin-flip and spin-flip parts of the

effective nucleon-nucleon interaction respectively.

The equation 2.9 is for a mixed (F and GT) transition as occurs in odd nuclei.

For a pure transition (of type a),

a(o) = #ro',o) = /(,N" B(a)lJ,l2, (2.10)

Isovector excitations at small momenturn transfers 15
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with

Iio I p\2kt
\"hi k

(2.11)

For two such transitions at 0o,

B(GT) 1J.,1
B(fl l;l

Taddeucci et al. [Tadd81,Tadd87] have found that the ratio of i67 to &p

p2 :6., _ ocr(0") B(F) I(F (, 1a.\nE,: a, -- ;r@ BGr) Ifu \L'12)

is simply related to the proton bombarding energy

ftEn #-". (2.15)

This is, however, only true (see figure 2.4) for even-mass nuclei. Further mea-

surement has shown that for odd-mass nuclei [Hua91] the following formula,

REp:**r", (2.16)

2 o67 I{p Np
op Ii67 N67

(2.t2)

The ratio lJ,,lJ,l can to a large [Tadd87] extent determine the GT and F inter-

action strengths. The reason for this is that the ratio B(GT)/B(F) is known from

B-decay, the ratio of the corresponding 0" (p,n) cross sections can be measured,

lhe l{or and I(p terms are easily calculable kinematic factors, and one can make

a reasonable estimate of the ratio of the distortion factors NelNcr.

From equation 2.10 it can be seen that the proportionality factor &(a), with

a : GT or .F, can be expressed as

. o(.\
&(o) -ffi =IioN'lJ'lt2' (2'i3)

This proportionality factor is also called the unit cross section and is known to

be dependent on the bombarding energy as well as on the target nucleus. From

reference [Tadd87] it is apparent that the bombarding energy dependence comes

from the /(o and the A (target) dependence from No.
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is applicable. From equation 2.L0 Rs, may be interpreted as the ratio

lJ,,l / N,,\i
REPN w lfl Q'r7)

At intermediate energies, the ratio of the distortion factors is close to unity

(see figure 2.5). The value r?fu, therefore, measures the effectiveness of the (p,n)

reaction in producing spin-flip (GT) transitions relative to analog (F) transitions.

If the momentum transfer (q) is limited to zero, and the two states are sufficiently

close so that the energy loss (o) between the IAS and the reference GT state is

small, then

Kpf K67 -> l. ffi (g,or) -r 0

Therefore, equation 2.14 is reduced to a simpler definition

tt2 ocr(q:0) B(.F)R'*,=ffiffi (2'18)

However, equation 2.18 must be modified fof odd-A targets, since mixed tran-

sitions are possible. The cross sections for a mixed GT * F isobaric analogue
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transition and a nearby pure GT transition may be used if

-1ocr(q-0) N-Z ocr(q - 0) Bo(GT)
R2Eo: ores(q: 0) Br(GT) otrc(q: 0) Br(GT)

1- (2.1e)

where the subscripts '0' and '1' refer to the IAS and the pure GT transition,

respectively.
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Chapter 3

EXPERIMENTAL

DESCRIPTION

3.1 Introduction

This experiment requires the detection of neutrons. One of the main problems in

detecting neutrons is that they are electrically neutral. It is, therefore, impossi-

ble to implement the standard methods used to detect charged particles, such as

electro-magnetic and direct ionization spectrometers. Another problem encoun-

tered in detecting neutrons with high resolution and reasonable efficiencies is the

high levels of background radiation. In spite of these problems, several methods

of neutron spectroscopy have been developed including:

1. the measurement of proton recoil energies;

2. the measurement of the energy released in a known nuclear reaction;

3. diffraction in crystals at very low energies; and

4. the time-of-flight measurement.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/



Introduction 21

The most successful method of measuring neutron energy is the time-of-flight

technique. However, the disadvantage of this particular method is that it needs

a long flight path to achieve the necessary energy resolution and this leads to a

very small solid angle and, therefore, low neutron flux.

The time-of-flight technique allows the neutron to interact with matter and pro-

duce charged particles. The latter can then be detected by standard methods.

For example, the neutron interacts either with hydrogen or carbon in a scintilla-

tor through the following nuclear reactions, neutron-proton scattering, t2C(n,x)

reactions or elastic scattering.

By making use of the neutron-time-of-flight (NTOF) facilities at the National

Acceleration Centre (NAC) in Faure (RSA), we were able to successfully carry

out the experimental work on the seCo(p,n)seNi reaction.
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Figure 3.1: Cyclotron facility at the National Acceleration Centre.

3.2 The Facility

The experiment was carried out at the 200 MeV cyclotron facility at the Na-

tional Acceleration Centre (NAC) in Faure [Bot86a]. A layout of this facility

is shown in figure 3.1. A detector station located outside the experimental hall

was used. This station is located along the 0o line with respect to the incident

proton beam and was placed at a distance of. -174m from the target. A typical

time resolution of 1.0-1.2ns (fwhm) was obtained which, for 200 MeV protons,

corresponds to an energy resolution of -430.keV. Calculations have shown that

with a reduced flight path reasonable energy resolution can be still be obtained.

The calculated energy resolutions at different beam energies are plotted in figure
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Figure 3.2: Energy dependence of the ouerall energy resolution at fiight paths of

17lm (o), 130m (L) and 80m (*)

3.2. T.hese calculations have been done at three different flight paths, i.e. 80, 130,

and 174m. At a distance of -80m from the target and incident energy of about

120 MeV an energy resolution of -0.377 MeV can be achieved. The energy reso-

lution increases to -0.571 MeV at an incident energy of about 200 MeV. These

calculations were carried out using the measured intrinsic time resolution of the

detectors (-350ps, fwhm), the measured beam time spread (-350ps), and using

an overall energy resolution of 370 keV to calculate the overall time resolution.

A reduced flight path has the advantage that the wrap around background will

be reduced (giving "clearer" spectra), and that the solid angle will be increased

(giving a higher count rate).

A Solid Pole injector cyclotron (SPCI) with an internal ion source, capable
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Figure 3.3: The three dipole magnets forming the beam swinger: BlN (front),

B2N (centre) anil the d,ump magnet BSN (top).

of producing unpolarized light ions, accelerates protons to a maximum energy of

8 MeV for injection into the first orbit of the Separated - Sector cyclotron (SSC)

in which the protons can be accelerated to a maximum energy of 200 MeV. A

second injector cyclotron which is still under construction [Bot86b] will be able to

produce polarized beams and heavy ion beams. Charged particles are extracted

from the SSC and transported via high energy beam lines through a 90o analyz-

ing magnet before being directed into the beam swinger. The target ladder and

the beam swinger are placed in a vault at the end of beam line N. During the

experiments an average machine vacuum of 5.0x10-5Pa is maintained [NAC90].
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Figure 3.4: Schematical diagram showing the three dipole magnets as uell as the

location of the target, the proton telescope and the Faraday cup.

Since the detector remains fixed in space, the beam swinger must be used to

change the angle at which the beam hits the target to obtain angular distribu-

tions. The swinger is equipped with a O-position target holder, which uses a

stepping motor and shaft-encoder to position the targets. The beam swinger

consists [NAC90] essentially of three dipole magnets: two bending magnets and

one beam-dump magnet. The first circular-pole magnet (B1N) deflects the beam

away from the beam line. The second magnet (B2N) is a specially-contoured

wedge magnet which bends the beam back to the beam line and focuses it onto

the target. The angle of incidence is continuorrsly variable over a range of about

30' by varying the amount of bend. The third magnet (B3N) swings those charged

particles that have not interacted with the target away from the 0o flight path,
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Pulse Selection 26

and focuses these particles onto the Faraday cup o situated in the beam dump.

The Faraday cup is connected to a current integration unit (BIC 1000c) via a

Faraday cup relay interface (EDA 14-2) and a current integrator interface (EDA

14-3).

Neutrons destined to reach the detectors had to pass through a narrow collima-

tor (with dimensions *6.0m x 0.1m x 0.1m) in the shield wall of the swinger area.

3.3 Pulse Selection

In order to obtain a "clean" spectrum one has to reduce the wrap around back-

ground. This background arises from slow neutrons of earlier beam bursts. The

magnitude of this problem depends on the pulse separation, the flight path and

the energy threshold of the detector. However, if the energy-thresholds of the

detectors are raised to reduce wrap around, the efficiency of the detector is re-

duced dramatically. Increasing the time between two consecutive pulses is a more

effective way to counteract this problem.

Two 1.50m long water-cooled deflection plates are positioned [NAC87] over the

beam path at its point of entry in the south valley chamber of the SSC. The

positioning of the deflection plates is pneumatically controlled in order to position

the plates. For pulse selection the deflection plates are positioned 40 mm apart.

The pulse selector has been used over a wide energy range up to 200 MeV and

with selection factors from 1:5 to 1:7. With a pulse selection of 1:7 at 200 MeV

the selector frequency is 3.714 MHz. However, because of the long flight path and

6see figure 3.4
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high proton energies used, a separation of -270ns between pulses is insufficient

to eir'tirely elirninate wrap around- This is one of the main motivations to reduce

the flight path.

3.4 Proton Telescope

In order to determine the time-of-flight of the neutrons, we need to know when

the neutron started its flight. These "start" pulses for the time-to-digital con-

verters are derived from the cyclotron pulse selected radio frequency (PSRF).

Although the PSRF signal is generated when a proton bunch is extracted from

the SSC and not when a (p,n) reaction actually occurs, this presents no difficulty

since the timing is relative. In conjunction with a signal produced by a proton

telescope setup viewing the target, the PSRF signal can be used to measure the

beam bunch width on the target. It is important to measure this beam time

spread because it is one of the factors contributing to the overall timing uncer-

tainty. With this setup one can check whether beam quality changes with time

and also monitor the phase stability. If any significant phase shifts occurred dur-

ing a run it is possible to correct for that off-line. By deviding the run into a

number of sections and shifting the different sections into phase with one another

it is possible to counteract the problem.

Fast protons elastically scattered from the target are detected in a fast plastic

scintillator system consisting of AE and E 6 detectors, located along a 30o line

with respect to the undeflected proton beam at a distance of about lm from

the target in the beamline N vault. Two detectors are used for this setup. The

detectors consists of a NE102A scintillator (,J1srn thick) coupled to a R329 two

csee figure 3.4 for spatial relation of the proton telescope to the target and the beam swinger
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inch (2") Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube with a E931 base. At high beam

enerfies (160 MeV and 200 MeV) a Cu block (2.5cm thick degrader) was placed

between the AE detector and the E detector to degrade the elastically scattered

protons sufficiently for them to stop in the E detector. This set up provides

a means of measuring and monitoring the beam time spread. The beam time

spread, however, is dependent on operational factors. Beam time spreads of

about 350ps were measured.

3.5 Detector Station

Count rate (efficiency) and time resolution (energy) are of the major considera-

tions when designing a detector system. A trade-off between these two factors

is riecessary since a reasonable time resolution generally requires a longer flight

path, while, on the other hand, the event rate is reduced because the smaller

solid angle subtended by the detectors at the target.

To compensate for the rate loss, the size of the de[ector should be increased. But

increasing the size of the detector degrades the time resolution. The reason for

this is that the intrinsic time resolution of the detectors depends on the light

collection time. This is purely a geometrical effect as shown in figure 3.5. The

arrival time of a light signal at the photomultiplier tirbe at each end depends on

its actual flight path through the detector. Different flight paths introduce a time

uncertainty, and this has a definite effect on the time resolution of the detector.

To improve this, construction of another detector with parabolic shaped light

guides whereby rays making a large angle O with the centre axis of the detector

are prevented from reaching the photomultiplier tubes, is currently underway.

Other factors [Bre87] influencing the intrinsic time resolution of the detectors,
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Iisht
guide

PMT Scintillator

Figure 3.5: Two different light rays from one point in the scintillator follow dif-

ferent paths with different arriual times,

are

1. the interaction time with the scintillator material (negligible);

2. scintillator rise- and decay time;

3. the attenuation length of the detector (most important parameter in dic-

tating choice); and

4. the photomultiplier tube (PMT) characteristics.

3.5.1 The Detector

Six detectors are installed on top of each other in the detector hut. Each detector

consists of a plastic scintillator (NE102A), with dimensions 60cm x 10cm x 10cm,

viewed at either end with a 2" diameter PMT. (Hamamatsu R329) mounted on a

E931 base via a conically shaped lucite light guide (see figure 3.6). The PMT's are

coupled to the light guides and the latter to the scintillator with silicone grease
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Figure 3.6: Cross sectional aiew of the detector

(NE 836). When a particle hits the plastic scintillator, light is emitted, and

transmitted along the detector before reaching the photocathodes via the light

guides. The photocathodes convert part of the photon energy into electrons and

the PMT's convert the light signal into an electrical signal. To ensure that the

detector is light-tight, it is wrapped with a black sheet, placed in an'aluminium

casing, and wrapped again with black plastic.

3.5.2 Instrumental Calibrations

Unbalanced and unstable detector gains will produce unequal shapes of pulse

height spectra. With the help of cosmic rays, gains are monitored and set off-

Iine. A high energy muon entering the detector stack vertically, will fire all six

detectors almost simultaneously. The energy deposited in each detector follows

a minimum ionizing process which is roughlylhe same in all the detectors. Such

cosmic rays, therefore, can serve as energy reference signals and are used for gain

balancing as well as to calculate the intrinsic time resolution of the detectors.

_t-t-r f
:-F
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The big advantage of cosmic rays is thab the signal is always available and that

they'arrive with a reasonable event rate. The overall as well as the relative gains

are balanced by changing the high voltages applied to the phototubes, to ensure

equal pulse heights at the analog-to-digital converters (ADC's, LeCroy 2249A).

An IBM compatible PC is used to set the high voltages.

3.6 Electronics

The main electronics are set up in the detector hut and all the timing signals are

then carried via cables to the data room where the experiment is controlled.

3.6.1 Detector hut

A schematic diagram of the main electronics is shown in figure 3.7. Each PMT

has two output signals. The one anode signal (Ar,r) is delayed, attenuated (EDA

29 passive switch attenuator) and then fed to an ADC to be used for pulse height

analysis. The other anode pulse (Ar,r) is split into two signals by 6dB splitters

for timing analysis. The diagram shows the cosmic-6 event trigger logic (left),

and the neutron event trigger logic (right).

Cosmic-6 event

The timing signals that are derived from a Constant Fraction Discriminator

(CFD, Ortec934), delayed and sent to the time-to-digital converters (TDC's,

LeCroy 2228A) as a stop signal. For each detector, a required coincidence be-

tween left and right PMT CFD outputs is generated by an Octal mean timer

(Lecroy 624) to indicate whether the detector has fired. The mean timer outputs

of the top three detectors are fed into a 4-Fold-Logic (LeCroy 365AL) unit with

coincidence level set to three. The other mean timer outputs are discriminated
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and become inputs of the pattern register which indicates which detector has

fired.- The same procedure is invoked on the mean timer outputs of the bot-

tom three detectors in order to generate another threefold coincidence. These

two outputs are fed into another 4-Fold-Logic unit to determine whether it is

a cosmic-6 event. Thus, a cosmic event occurs only when all six detectors are

triggered simultaneously. One output of this module is fed to a pattern register

and another one is used in conjunction with the neutron signal to generate an

event trigger.

Neutron event

The other signals from the splitter are fed into a Quad linear gate (Phillips

744) and are then fed into a 6-channel discriminator (Phillips 711). By setting

the threshold energies (-45 MeV) high, extraction of the high energy (neutron)

events are possible, therefore eliminating all the low energy background events. If

the threshold energy is too high, wrap around is reduced but the event count rate

is then too low. Whenever the summed output pulse voltage from this module is

bigger than 50 mV it indicates that an event above threshold has occurred in one

of the detectors. The summed output of the 6-channel discriminator is then fed

into a Quad discriminator to convert the analog input signal into a standardized

output pulse.

"lvide" trigger

Both the neutron signal and the cosmic-6 signal are fed into a 4-Fold-Logic unit

with coincidence level set to one. Therefore, for any event that has occurred

(whether cosmic-6 or neutron) the times are.stored onto magnetic tape. How-

ever, when analyzing the data the cosmic-6 events are extracted from the data

base by making use of the fact that an event is cosmic-6 if all six detectors are
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triggered simultaneously

This signal is fed into a Quad discriminator where the discriminated output pulse

is stretched. The width of the "wide" trigger is set to just less than the period

of the PSRF, therefore, ensuring that there is not more then one start pulse for

every stop pulse. For example, at 200 MeV proton energy, a pulse selection of

1:7 was used corresponding to a PSRF period of 269.3ns. The PSRF signal from

the cyclotron is delayed to fall inside the stretched pulse and these signals are

then fed into a 4-Fold-Logic unit set on a coincidence level 2. The output of

this module, which was vetoed by the computer busy signal (supplied by the

event trigger module) is fed to a discriminator. This discriminated output pulse

is then used for the event trigger, the ADC gate, the TDC start signal and for

the pattern register strobe.

3.6.2 AE-E beam

Since the overall time dispersion is the quadrature sum of the beam time spread,

intrinsic time dispersion of the detectors and other factors, it is necessary to mon-

itor and measure the beam time spread. This set up supplied the means to do

that. Only fast protons elastically scattered from the target at an angle of 30'

are detected.

Two Ortec 536's supplied the High Voltages (HV) to the bases of the NaI detec-

tors. A block diagram of the AE-E electronics is shown in figure 3.8. The raw

AE signal is fed into a splitter (6dB, 50 Ohm) and then through a Constant Frac-

tion Discriminator (CFD, Ortec 583) which enabled us to set a window on the

elastically scattered protons. This output signal is furthermore fed into a Quad

discriminator (Lecroy 821), through a delay box and then into a 4-Fold-logic unit
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with a twofold coincidence level. The discriminated E signal is obtained by send-

ing the raw E signal through another 6dB 50 Ohm splitter and then through a

CFD (Ortec 584). The Ortec 584 has only one pulse height threshold setting and

by setting the threshold sufficiently high, all the low energy, elastically scattered

protons are extracted. This output signal is fed through a Quad discriminator

to the 4-Fold-logic unit mentioned above. By delaying the AE signal sufficiently,

rve ensure that the two timing signals are in coincidence.

In order to optimize the AE-E signal generated by this set up, the raw E signal

triggered with the discriminated E signal, is observed on a fast oscilloscope (300

MHz). By setting the pulse height threshold high, only fast elastically scattered

protons are detected by the proton telescope. The raw AE signal, triggered with

the discriminated E signal, is then observed. We then set the AE signal around

the observed pulse height band by looking at the rarv AE, triggered on the dis-

criminated AE and changing the upper and lower pulse height settings of the

CFD (Ortec 583).

The output pulse of the 4-Fold-logic unit is discriminated and used as the start

gate of a Time-to-Amplitude converter (TAC, Ortec 567). A discriminated PSRF

pulse is used as the stop signal to the TAC. Signals from the latter module are

fed to the inputs of fast Analog-to-digital converters (ADC's). After digitation,

the signals are sent to the VAX-I11730 computer via Camac and a micropro-

grammable branch driver (MBD-I1).

3.6.3 Dead time

The largest contribution to dead time comes from the ADC conversion time plus

the time required for the computer to read the event data from the Camac sys-
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tems. During this process the event trigger module provides a busy signal which

inhibits all the acquisition of event data as well as the scalar registering the ac-

cumulated charge. In order to achieve this, the current integrator (CI) output is

fed through a timing Single Channel Analyzer (SCA) to convert the TTL signal

to a NIM signal (see figure 3.9). This discriminated output pulse is fed through a
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thus automatically accounted for by using the accumulated charge in calculating

the cross sections.
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In order to estimate the magnitude of the dead time correction, a circuit, which
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can be seen in figure 3.9, was included in the electronic set up. The signal from
.:

a BNC tail pulse generator is discriminated and fed to a scaler to record the

number of pulses ('live') generated. The other output from the discriminator is

fed to a 4-Fold-Logic unit along with the computer busy signal which acted as

a veto. This output is sent to another scaler to record the number of pulses not

vetoed ('dead') by the busy signal. The difference between the number of pulse

events generated ('live') and the number of pulse events recorded in the inhibited

scaler ('dead') divided by the number of pulses generated indicates the computer

live time. On average the dead time was 0.8% for the seCo runsl for the 7Li runs,

where the event rate was higher, the dead time varied between 2 and 5Vo.

3.7 Data Acquisition

For on-line data acquisition a VAX-111736 computer has been used. The interface

between the electronics and the VAX-111736 computer is a microprogrammable

branch driver (MBD-11) which under the XSYS software package runs a data

acquisition program (DAP) that reads data (ADC's, TDC's and scalars) from

the modules in the Camac crate and sends it to the VAX-111736 computer as

events consisting of a number of data words containing ADC data, TDC data and

scalar values. The software package, XSYS, has the ability of creating data areas

in which the different spectra can be stored. Using the XSYS event analysis

language (EVAL) a program is written to sort the event data and increment

the appropriate spectra for viewing during acquisition. The event data are then

written to magnetic tapes for off-line use.
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DATA ANALYSIS

The event data which were written to magnetic tape were subsequently analyzed

on the UCT VAX 6250 computer using the XSYS software package and a Fortran

minimizing program called MINUIT". The (p,n) project at NAC started at the

beginning of 1990. The event data for seCo were collected in three sessions start-

ing from November 1990 to June 1991. During the first session we successfully

recorded the 200 MeV data at three difierent laboratory angles, i.e 0o,2o, and 4o.

During this session more then five hours of event data were recorded for the zero

degree angle alone. During the next session in March 1991 we collected 90 MeV,

160 MeV, and 200 MeV data. However, breakthrough was observed during some

of the 200 MeV runs and these event files were therefore discarded. During the

last session we collected 120 MeV data. But because of the limited beam time

allocated we could only record these data at zero degree scattering angle.

Analysis of the event tapes provided a measurement of the overall time resolu-

tion. We also converted the measured time-of-flight spectra to excitation energy

oMINUIT is a function minimization and error analysis program. The program was devel-

oped at CERN by F.James and M.Roos and we used the 8g.12j version.
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spectra, and calculated the cross sections as well as the Gamow Teller strengths

obseived in this reaction. In this chapter I will discuss the data reduction proce-

dures used and discuss the results obtained.

4.t Time-of-flight Spectra

In a time-of-flight (TOF) system, a scintillator is viewed at its ends by two PM's

through light guides. When a neutron impinges on the scintillator, it gives rise

to a scintillation pulse. Let t1 and t2 be the times at which the two PM's give

their signal. These times are recorded by the TDC's which were coupled to each

PM. As discussed in the previous chapter, the PSRF supplied the time at which

the particles started their flight. The position at which the particle impinges on

the scintillator is measured simply by means of the time differences, i.e. tr-tz,

and the TOF by the mean time, i.e. (tr+tr)lZ.

The TOF spectra were obtained by binning these mean times event-by-event

where each bin - 0.25ns. The TDC's were calibrated using a pulser and a variable

time delay box and the times were subsequently normalized so that 4 bins : 1 ns.

These normalizations was done during the off- line analysis by using a Fortran

Program called GETEVENT'. By using the same computer program neutron

data were extracted from the recorded events and then stored into a separate file

for further analysis. Shown in figure 4.1-4.4 are the neutron mean time spectrum

at 0o scattering angle,lor E, - 90, 120, 160, and 200 MeV respectively, without

the subtraction of any background.

Dprogram by D.Steyn(U.C.T)
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The main features of these spectra are:

o a dominant narrow peak resulting from the excitation of the {- isobaric

analogue state (IAS) transition;

r a large broad bump at a later time than the IAS from the excitation of the

Gamow-Teller giant resonance (GTGR);

o three/four narrow peaks at an earlier time than the IAS (the first narrow

peak is identified to be the first excited state resulting from the |- GT

transition); and

o the continuum region.

4.2 Overall Time Resolution

To resolve as many as possible peaks in a mean time spectrum, it is important to

achieve a reasonable overall time resolution. Therefore, it is important to know

what factors contributes to the overall time resolution of the neutron time-of-

flight spectrometer and minimize these factors as much as possible. The factors

which contribute to the overall time resolution [Mad89] of the spectrometer are

estimated to be:

1. the intrinsic time resolutions of the detectors;

2. the dispersion in the timing signal obtained from the cyclotron pulse se-

lected radio frequency (i.e, the beam burst width);

3. the nominal beam energy spread;

4. the time dispersion due to the finite target thickness; and
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E, (MeV) 90 120 160 200
'run 

no.ts

intrinsic time resolution (ps)

beam burst width (ps)

beam energy spread (50kev)(ps)

finite detector thickness (ps)

target energy loss (ps)

436,451

308

470

707

822

1687

615

407

1 100

447

762

1067

350

850

284

647

443

474,4 76 237,239

448

600

196

592

274

Table 4.1: Factors contributing to oaerall time resolution. These aalues are

FWHM.

5. the time dispersion due to the neutron transit time across the effective

thickness of the detector.

The overall time resolution is then taken to be a quadrature sum of the five fac-

tors contributing to it.

Listed in Table 4.1 are the values obtained for the different factors contributing

to the overall time dispersion. Tabulated in Table 4.2 are the values of the over-

all time resolution achieved during the different experimental runs as well as the

calculated overall time resolution. These quoted numbers for the overall time

resolution achieved are the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the IAS in

the neutron mean-time spectra.

The procedure to measure the intrinsic time resolution of the detectors is de-

scribed in detail by R.Kabutz (U.C.T) in his Honours project [Kab90]. In short,

cosmic events were extracted from the event data by using the Fortran program

GETEVENT. By making use of the fac[ tha.t cosmic rays transverse the six de-

tectors in a straight line, and using the observed positions where the cosmic rays

hit the detectors, eight parameters (two for the straight line and the six offsets
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E, (MeV) 90 r20 160 200

run no.ts

overall time resolution (ps)

(calculated)

436, 451

1053

615

131 1

474, 476

988

237,239

796

2t23 1540 1425 1493overall time resolution (ps)

(measured)

overall energy resolution (kev)
(calculated)

132 248 281 308

266 29r 405 578overall energy resolution (kev)
(measured)

Table 4.2: Sumrnary of the calculated and measured oaerall time resolution. Ouer-

all calculated time resolution are the quadrature cornbinations of the FWHM's of

the factors tabulated in Table /.1.

of the detectors) were obtained. After fixing two of the offsets of the debectors,

only six parameters remained to be minimized. The least square method and chi

square minimization were then used to calculate the other six parameters. Af-

ter subtracting the fitted position from the observed position plus the offset and

binning these data, gaussian curves were obtained (see figure 4.5). The values

quoted" for the intrinsic time resolution in table 4.1 are the FWHM of the fitted

curve

The beam burst width was measured by using the proton-telescope set-up (as

described in the chapter 3) and the value quoted for the beam energy spread

was obtained from the beam operators. The program ELOSS Vl.0d was used to

calculate the energy loss in the target. This value was then used (in combination

with equation 4.4) to determine the associated time dispersions. The target- and

"see reference [Kab92]
dprogram written by Peter Jipsen(1984)
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detector thickness contributions are rectangular distributions. Because of this,

the iespective FWHM time dispersion contributions from the target thickness

and the detector thickness are devided by (12)l lUaaSS]. The quadrature com-

binations of these factors yields the tabulated overall time resolutions for the

respective proton energies, and is on average about 64Vo oL the observed overall

time resolution. Possible explanations for the difference in the actual and ex-

pected resolutions might be that the contributions of some of the factors were

underestimated and/or other important factors mus[ be taken into account. The

factors contributing to the overall time resolution (FWHM's) are listed in table

4.1 and in table 4.2 a summary of the overall resolution is given. There is an

uncertainty of about 10% in the calculated values and about 4% in the measured

values. The uncertainty in the calculated values arise from the combination of the

uncertainties in the different factors contributing to the overall resolution, where

the intrinsic time resolution was the major contributer. The 4% uncertainty in

the measured values comes from the uncertainty in width of the gaussian peak

fitted to the IAS.

4.3 Excitation Energy

4.3.L Data Reduction

From the law of energy conservation, iI is found bhat the excitation energy (8,)
is related to the proton energy (Er), the neutron energy (.E,), and the energy

necessary for the reaction to take place (Q-value), i.e

Er*Q:En+8, (4.1)

The speed u,, of a neutron can be determined [Firk79] by measuring the time t,,

that it takes to travel the flight path d. The kinetic energy (8") of a neutron can
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Proton Energy (MeV) Reference peak

90

160

200

t20

1-, IAs at E,: 7.18 Mev

*- , E,: o'34 MeV

l', E, = 7.18 Mev

l- , E,: 0.34 Mev

then be deduced knowing its speed, the rest energy E,(-939.553 MeV) and the

speed 
1f 

liSht c, using the familiar result of special relativity:

En: E.lr' - s) 
-' 

- 'l e.2)' "L\ c') I

E__s^l(t d2 1-i l" "L\ -@*) -11 (43)

If the units of energy are MeV, and those of length and time are m and ns

respectively, then [Tay69]:

En:e3e.553 l1 - nt?a+gaa',)-+ 
- r) m"v (4.4)'- """'""" L\ t? ) -)"'"'

Table 4.3: Reference points used for conaerting the neutron time-of-flight spectra

to energy spectra

The neutron time_-of-flight spectra have been converted to neutron energy spectra

by using Q : -1.8556 MeV' and equations 4.1 and 4.4. Discrete states in the

csee reference [Gov72]
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Langsford Anderson This exp Calc

7.05+0.14 7.14+0.09 7.18+0.10 7.34

Table 4.4: Ercitation energy of IAS (MeV)

residual nucleus with known excitation energies were selected as reference points

in the time-of-flight spectra to calibrate the energy scale. The reference points

used are listed in table 4.3. Since the transformation from the mean time scale

to the energy scale is non-linear, the energy spectra had to be rebinned.

4.3.2 Results and Discussion

The most recent seCo(p,n)5sNi data was published by Tepel et. al. / In this paper,

however, the beam energy was less than 3.3 MeV and only the level structures of

seCo and other targets were studied. More useful was a paper by Langsford et.

a/. e where several targets were bombarded with 90 MeV protons. Although the

energy resolution achieved was poor[, peaks corresponding to the formation of

the isobaric analogue states in the residual nuclei were observed in the neutron

spectra. This group found that the IAS has an excitation energy of 7.05t0.14

MeV whereas Anderson et. a/. i measured a value of 7.14*0.09 MeV.

In our data, we predictedr that the first excited state would be the first Gamow

/see reference [Tep70]
esee reference [Lan68]
h-2 MeV (fwhm)
isee reference [And65]
jSee chapter 2
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Teller transition to be excited. By using the excitation energy (0.3a MeV) of this

speiific'state to calibrate the'120 and 160 MeV energy spectra, the excitation

energy of the IAS was found (see Table 4.4) to be on average equal to 7.18*0.10

MeV. This value corresponds favorably with the other published results and was

used to calibrate the 90 MeV spectra, where the first excited state was not ob-

served, and the 200 MeV spectra, where the energy resolution was not as good.

The results obtained for the IAS transition are listed in Table 4.4. The calculated

value was obtained from Langsford et. al. who used the fact bhat the Q-value for

a transition to an IAS is given by the Coulomb displacement energy which arises

from the introduction of an extra charge into the nucleus. We, therefore, estab-

lished that the first peak observed in the neutron spectra indeed corresponds to

the excitation of the fu'st excited sbate. The excitation energy spectra obtained

are plotted in figure 4.6-4.9.
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4 Cross Section Measurement

4.4.L Data Reduction

The reaction cross section of the protons were determined with the following

formula:
doY
m:ffi (4'5)

where:

o Y(yield) is the total number of counts (neutrons) per energy bin;

o AO, the solid angle subtended by the detectors [steradians];

o 1, the flux of protons;

o n, the number of target nuclei per unit area [nucleilcmz);

o ?, the fractional neutron transmission from target to detectorl

o /, the fractional live time of the data acquisition system; and

o er the efficiency for detecting a neutron

The cross sections for the individual transitions are obtained by fitting curves to

the peaks in the time-of-flight spectra. The line shape chosen for the peaks is a

symmetric Gaussian distribution of the form

e"*n19ff))-1, (4.6)

where A is the amplitude, u an independent variable, p the position of the axis

of syrnmetry, and o the width of the gaussian. The time-of-flight spectra were

fitted with as many peaks as the structure warranted on top of a polynomial

background. The peaks were fitted simultaneously with the background, which

4
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was required to account for the wrap around background, the residual cosmic ray

background as-well"as the coritinuum region above -18 MeV of excibation. It

is plausible that part of the continuum in the spectra could be the excitation of

collective states (see figure 4.10) with higher angular momenta. Therefore, we

chose to defer the analysis of that region of the spectra until we have a better

understanding of the continuum. Figure 4.10 displays the spectra obtained at

Ep:200 MeV for scattering angles of 2o and 4o. As the angle increases, transi-

tions with L > 0 were responsible for the relative increase in yield at excitation

energies of -18 MeV and above. The resonance observed at an excitation energy

of about 20-28 MeV and at 065 = 4o most likely corresponds to the excitation of

the .L : 1 giant dipole resonance.

The subtraction of a background automatically introduced a systematic uncer-

tainty. At 200 MeV proton energy this uncertainty was most pronounced and it

was estimated to be -16%. The factors contributing to the overall systematic

uncertainty are listed in table 4.5. Because all these peaks were fitted simultane-

ously, the widths of the low lying peaks were varied together with the width of

the IAS since they were determined largely by instrumental factors. The widths,

positions and amplitudes of the gaussians were determined from minimization of

the X2. We used a Fortran subroutine, MINUIT, as the minimizer. The number

of peaks required to fit the unresolved structures were determined subjectively.

Given an overall energy resolution& of -400 keV and a typical level spacing in

the residual nucleus of a few tens of keV, each of the fitted peaks, except for the

IAS transition and a few very low-lying (first two states) transitions, most likely

corresponds to an unresolved group of states.

tThis value is applicable to Eo=lgQ MeV. See Table 4.2 for the energy resolutions obtained

at the other incident energies.
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M

No. of nuelei/unit area

Solid angle

Efficiencies

Charge

Yield

Background

t.2To

0.lVo

2.6%

lTo

4 - l2To

8-16%

Overall uncertainty < 20To

Table. 4.5: Factors contributing to the oaerall uncertainty in the cross sections

- uncertainty in yield is fi,t dependent, whereas the uncertainty in background is

energy dependent.

Integrating the Gaussian form gives

Yield:oxAxt6 e.7)

where a is the width and A is the amplitude of the gaussian respectively [Kra88].

The yield associated with each fitted gaussian was found using the equation above.

The yields were combined with the known target density, detector solid angle, the

calculated detectbr efficiencies [New91], and'the measured beam integration to

obtain the differential cross sections of the reaction. Cross sections were corrected

for neutron attenuation in the air, perspex window of the detector hut, and the
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aluminium container of the detector, and lvhere necessary for system dead timel

The corrections mentioned above and the detector efficiencies were calculated

by R.T.Newman in partial fulfillment of his M.Sc. degree. The procedure used

[The Secondary Measurement Technique] to determine the efficiencies is described

in detail in his thesis (see reference [New91]). In short, the efficiencies were

determined by measuring the differential cross section for the 'Li(p,,n)7 Be(gs *
0.a3 MeV) reaction and comparing it with known cross sections. The weighted

averages of the extracted efficiencies of two short 7Li runs, which sandwiched a

seCo run, was taken as the efficiency of the detectors for that specific run.

4.4.2 Results and Discussion

The time-of-flight spectra with the peak fitting results are shown in figure 4.11-

4.14. The 90 MeV spectrum shown in figure 4.1i is dominated by the IAS tran-

sition while at this proton energy the Gamow-Teller transitions are not yet well

structured. The first excited state is also not yet visible at this energy. A large

broad bump which correspond to the excitation of the GTGR (Gamow-Teller

giant resonance) can be observed. Five low-lying peaks, an IAS peak, as well as

a broad peak to fit the GTGR, were fitted to this spectrum. This broad peak

is most likely a combination of several unresolved peaks. In figure 4.12 the 120

MeV spectrum at 0o is plotted. Here the first excited state can be seen. The first

two peaks, as well as the IAS, correspond to resolved states. Some unresolved

structures can be observed at excitation energies less than -8 MeV. Four more

peaks were fitted to simulate the GTGR. The 160 MeV spectrum can be seen in
f For the earlier sessions it was necessary to correct for the system dead time but for the last

few sessions an electronic circuit [see figure 3.9] was included which automatically accounted

for the system dead time.
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figure 4.13. Apart from the resolved states and the IAS, six peaks were used to

fit th-e unresolved structures at low-excitaiion energy, and four peaks to fit the

GTGR. At 200 MeV the energy resolution was not as good as for the lower proton

energies and it was therefore easier to fit one peak to an unresolved structure as

can be seen in figure 4.14.

The differential cross sections for the peaks observed at 0o from the (p,n) reactions

on ssCo are listed in Tables 4.8-4.9. The differential cross sections for the IAS

and the GTGR are plotted in figure 4.15 and 4.16 respectively.

4.5 Gamow-Teller Strength

4.5.L Data Reduction

From equation 2.9, it is evident that the 0" (p,rr) cross section is proportional to

B(GT): The proportionality can be determined by measuring the 0o cross section

for a transition with known B decay. Unfortunately, such a convenient reference

transition was not available for seCo and an alternative meihod had to be found.

From the Fermi and GT selection lules listed in Table 2.1 it is evident that the

IAS is a pure Fermi state if the transition is 0+ - 0+, and a GT mixed transition

if A^S : 0, +1 and .S I 0 * can be seen in odd-mass nuclei. In order to extract

B(GT) values for seCo, we needed to know the relative strengths of the GT to

Fermi transitions. Using the fact that for such transitions, the cross sections at 0o

is the incoherent sum of the Fermi and GT pieces, Taddeucci and his collaborators

has found that the fraction of the cross sections attributable to the GT or Fermi
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Er(MeV) 120 160 200

&61(mb/sr)

&p(mb/sr)

R2

3.9+0.5

0.74t0.15

5.27+t.26

5.1+0.6

0.63+0.09

8.10*0.61

5.1+0.8

0.36+0.08

14.17+0.80

Table 4.6: Unit cross sections ettracted frorn figure /.17,

strength is given by

fcr:L-fr:ocr -
B(F\ I1r--l' B(GT)R2 )

-1
(4.8)

O IAS

where .82 represents the ratio of unit cross sections as defined in chapter 2

By making use of the assumption that the momentum transfer (q) it limited to

zero at 0o cross section measurements, the proportionality factor (see equation

2.18) can then be given as

dcr : " o(0")fcr;t";it (4.e)

The empirical results for unit cross section are plotted for E, - 120, 160, and

200 MeV in figure 4.17. Taddeucci et. al. [Tadd87] used the DWIA theory to

calculate these unit cross sections (the dashed line) for comparison with known

experimental results. These plots were used to extract the unit cross sections (see

Tablea.6) as well as the ratio &qlde for A - 59. These values were then used

to calculate the tiansition strengths in the other observed peaks and to calculate

the /67 values. This, however, introduced large uncertainties.
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For the 90 MeV data set another procedure had to be used to determine the

GT Strength dis'tribution sinci: the unit cross sections were not available. After

thorough investigation, we have decided to use the empirical value of R2 and the

average of the calculated GT strengths observed in the peak at E, - 4 MeV in

the 120 MeV and 160 MeV spectra to accomplish our objective. The decision

to use these data sets was motivated by the superior energy resolution achieved

at these beam energies. On average the B(GT)--qu,v :0.297 * 0.065 and from

equation 2.16, it follows that .82 : 4.00 + 0.03.

4.5.2 Nuclear Shell-Model Calculations

In many areas of science models are used to simplify the understanding of com-

plex processes. The merit of any model is evaluated in terms of its capacity to

reproduce experimentally known properties of nuclei. One dominant model used

today in describing the energy levels of nuclei, magnetic dipole and quadrupole

moments, spectroscopic factors, B(E2) and B(Ml) transition rates, log f t values

t.rd Gu,-ow-Teller strengths and distributions, is the Shell-Model [Kra88].

Assuming that in a system of A particles, N of these particles might arrange

themselves into a closed shell and an inert core, and that the effective Hamilto-

nian acts only on a model-subspace of the complete nuclear space, the number of

orbitals being populated can be reduced to a small finite number.

In this section a cryptic explanation will follow of the procedures used by van

der Merwe et. al. to determine the Gamow-Teller strength distributions of the

nucleus under investigation. Readers are referred to [Van92] for additional infor-

mation.
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The energies of a nucleus are determined by solving the eigenvalue problem for

the Tlamiltonian

HQ : E@, (4.10)

with

where

H:H"o""*V"*Hr*, (4.11)

o H.,,, denotes the Hamiltonian in the inactive core, and

a V" is the Coulomb interactions between the protons

From [Bro88] it-can be seen that the matrix elements of the shell-model Hamilto-

nian can be expressed in terms of a summation over the products of the one-body

transition density, OBTD, with the single-particle energy, SPE, plus the product

of the two-body transition density, TBTD, wit,h the two-body matrix elements,

TBME, i.E:

1
H"rn : hr^ * uelJt: f ei-af o; *

4 D.;jlr"tlkt > a!alapp (4.12)
ijkt

where

. h"^ and u.y l are the single particle Hamiltonian and the effective interaction

for the valence nucleons respectively;

o < ijlu"l rlkl >, the TBME;

o a* and o the creation and annihilation operators; and

o Dtlrr, the sum over the indices labelling the single-particle states.

Various approaches, such as the empirical, semi-empirical, and Linear Combina-

tions (LC) method, could have been followed to determine the matrix elements,
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but van der Merwe and collaborators [Van92] found the LC method to be the

most'efficient and reliable op[ion. in this mass region. The difficulties encoun-

tered with the empirical approach was the large number of TBME which made it

impossible to employ. The semi-empirical method proved to be too expensive on

CPU time (350 hours CPU time on the SUNVAX) and the spin-orbit and tensor

terms were found too large.

With the LC method it is possible to identify which particular combinations of

parameters are most important to reproduce the experimental energies. In a fit

to experimental data only the well determined linear combinations of parameters

need then be varied to reproduce the experimental spectra, while the poorly de-

termined ones can be fixed at predetermined theoretical values.

A model space consisting of 0/i(lp*0f *lp)^ +0fi- Op*Of Zlp+)'**, with rn

the number of nucleons outside the I shell, was considered. The a0Ca core was

assurned to be inert. A total of 177 parameters was considered. The forty best-

determined linear combinations out of this set of parameters were then allowed

to vary while the remaining ones were fixed at the FPVLB3 starting interaction

(see reference [Van92]). The FPVLB3 starting interaction was obtained from the

LC study of a model space that allowed the excitation of only one particle to the

(ni,, f i,Pi) shell.

4.5.3 Results and Discussion

The model independent sum rule is restricted to nuclei where both ,B(GT)- and

B(GT)+ are known. In the present case, however, an upper limit for the observed

GT strength can be obtained, by puttingl B(GT)+ : 0. This is acceptable since

with the large neutron excess, the p+ decay is practically blocked by the Pauli
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Er(MeV) 90 120 160 200 Shell-Model

(u)

(b)

(.)

D B(Gr)'

Sum Rule

fcr

7.21+.t.29

48%

0.28+0.06

10.09+0.76

67To

0.04+0.01

9.68+0.62

65%

0.19t0.04

11.11+1.18

74To

0.29+0.07

9.09

6ITo

Table 4.7: Tabulated are: (a) the total GT strength erperimentally obseraed, and

the theoretical ualue obtained from Sh.ell-Nlodel calculations, (b) the percentage of

the obserued GT strength as predicted by the Sum Rule, and (c) the fraction of

the GT strength in the IAS.

principle

A summary of the results can be seen in Table 4.?. The BGf) value for each

GT transition was calculated using equation 4.9. Equation 4.8, in conjunction

with equation 2.19, was used to calculate the fraction of the GT strength situated

in the mixed IAS transition. The rather large uncertainties (up to about 25%)

in the results emanate directly from the procedures used to extract these values.

Since .fcr is directly proportional (see equation 4.8) to -82 the discrepancies in

these values could also be ascribed to this and to the fact that in the plots

(see figure 4.17) used to extract the unit cross sections, no distinction was made

between odd-mass and even-mass nuclei. This destinction is, however, necessary

as can be concluded from equations 2.15 and.-2.16 and also from the most recent

polarization transfer measurements (see reference [Hua91]). The large value of

fcr at Ep = 90 MeV could be ascribed to the fact that we have used the emperical
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formula (equation 2.16) to calculate.B2. The sharp increase in fcr at the other

bonibirding energies, i.e 120, 160, and 200 MeV, is expected since /67 is directly

proportional to El. The GT strengths obtained during this experiment are listed

in Tables 4.8 - 4.9, and are graphically depicted in figures 4.18 - 4.21. The Shell-

Model calculation predicts GT strength in the region 8.00 < E"(MeV) ( 20 (see

figure 4.22). This, however, corresponds to the excitation of the GTGR.
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Figure 4.18: Gamow-Teller strength distribution: Eo:90 MeV. The histograms

represents thelocation of the peaks identified in Figure 1.11. The width of the his-

tograms con'esponds to the uncertainties in the excitation energies obserued,. The

histograms up to E, -7.5 MeV represents single transitions, while the histogram

at higher ercitation energy represents the approximate location of the unresolued

GTGR.
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Figure 4.19 Gamow-Teller strength distribution: Er:llQ MeV. The histograms

represents the location of the peaks id,entified in Figure 4 . 1 2. The width of the his-

tograms corresponds to the uncertainties in the excitation energies obseraed. The

histograrns up to E, -7.5 MeV represents single transitions, while the histograms

at higher excitation energy represents the approximate location of the unresolaed,

GTGR.
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Figure 4.20: Gamow-Teller strength distribution: Eo:l$Q M?V. The histograms

represents the location of the peaks identified in Figure 1.13. The width of the his-

tograms corcesponds to the uncertainties in the ercitation energies obseraed. The

histograms up to E, -3.5 MeV represents single transitions, while the histograms

at higher ercitation energy represents the approrimate location of the unresolued

states as well as the GTGR.
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Figure 4.21: Gamow-Teller strength d,istribution: Er=ZQQ MeV. The histograms

represents the location of the peaks identified in Figure 4.14. The width of the his-

tograms corresponds to the uncertainties in the ercitation energies obserued,. The

histograms up to E, -9.5 MeV represents single transitions, while the histograms

at higher excitation energy represents the approrimate location of the unresolaed

states as well as the GTGR.
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P1gt9n energy

(Mev)
EP

Excitation - energy
"'(MeV)

E, AE,

Cross sections

(mb/sr)

oLo

GT strength

GT AGT
90 0.45

0.61

2.52

3.44

5.33

6.16
J.

7.18 |

12.00

0.09

0.09

0.06

0.04

0.04

0.06

0.09

0.22

0.018

0.1 12

0.153

0.711

0.867

0.442

4.208

13.804

0.018

0.008

0.01r

0.020

0.034

0.022

0.1 14

0.398

0.046

0.064

0.297

0.362

0.185

0.49

5.768

0.011

0.015

0.065

0.081

0.042

0.11

1.283

120 0.34

1.63

3.58

4.06

4.85

5.63

6.20
I

7 .r71

7.55

10.51

12.98

14.63

15.53

0.08

0.27

0.08

0.t2

0.08

0.21

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.12

0.21

0.21

0.1 14

0.186

0.352

1.354

0.795

0.916

2.597

3.833

2.964

12.616

7.309

0.511

9.650

0.015

0.022

0.038

0.143

0.085

0.1 00

0.270

0.395

0.306

r.297

0.752

0.053

0.992

0.029

0.048

0.090

0.347

0.204

0.235

0.667

0.04

0.760

3.235

1.874

0.131

2.474

0.006

0.011

0.015

0.057

0.034

0.040

0.1 10

0.01

0.125

0.532

0.308

0.022

0.407

Table 4.8: The differential cross sections for the peaks obseraed at 0o scattering

angle and, at 90 and 120 MeV proton energies. The isobaric analogue state (IAS)

is indicated by the dagger, l.
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Proton energy
'. (Mev) .

Ee

Excitation energy

. (Mev)
E, A,E,

-Cross sections

(mb/sr)

oLo

GT strength

GT AGT
160 0.34

1.77

3.52

4.03

4.66

5.71

6.49

7.191

7.97

10.29

t2.72

ir.os
i6.64

0.12

0.16

0.12

0.13

0.12

0.13

0.12

0.16

o. ro

0.16

0.16

0. i6

0.117

0.176

1.309

0.290

0.663

3.105

1.616

3.895

) )r7
10.818

14.051

8.670

6.440

0.015

0.021

0.162

0.046

0.104

0.327

0.171

0.401

0.231

f.i13
1.445

0.891

0.662

0.023

0.035

0.057

0.257

0.130

0.609

0.317

0.148

0.437

2.t21
2.755

l.700

i.263

0.004

0.006

0.011

0.044

0.025

0.096

0.050

0.026

0.069

0.324

0.430

0.266

0.197

200 0.34

1.73

3.16

4.40

5.99
l.

7.18 |

8.45

10.21

12.53

t6.24

0.09

0.16

0.16

0.16

0.16

0.09

0.16

0.24

0.24

0.24

0.174

0.389

0.r47

2.353

5.348

3.782

2.1 10

3.793

25.091

17.253

0.020

0.053

0.018

0.262

0.576

0.426

0.239

0.399

2.675

t.944

0.034

0.076

0.029

0.461

1.049

0.387

0.414

0.744

4.920

3.383

0.007

0.0i6

0.006

0.089

0.200

0.090

0.080

0.141

0.933

0.653

Table 4.9: The differential cross sections for the peaks obseraed at 0" scattering

angle and, at 160 and 900 IVIeV proton energies. The isobaric analogue state (IAS)

is indicated by the dagger, t.
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Chapter 5

CONCTUDING SUMMARY

Charge-exchange (p,r) reaction measurements with good energy resolution have

been carried out on seCo in the energy range 90 MeV S Eo < 200 MeV. We

measuared excitation energies, cross sections, and subsequently calculated the

GT strength distributions.

We fotnd that the excitation energy of the IAS corresponds with previous mea-

surements by other researchers and also confirmed predictions made that the first

excited state would be the first GT transition.

This experminent has yielded the first detailed view of the dominant portion of

the GT transition strengths for ssCo. The GT strengths obbained at 120, 160,

and 200 MeV were on average up to 69Vo oI the value predicted by the modei in-

dependent sum rule. This can be compared with a theoretical value, obtained by

a Shell-Model calculation, of about 6l%. At 90 MeV about 48% of. the predicted

value was observed. The summed GT strength does not include the strength

in the continuum region since it is difficult to disentangle from the background.

The Shell-Model calculation that reproduced the profile of strength distribution
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of the GTGR predicts that no strength remains within the conventional Shell-

Mod€l space above 19 MeV.

The other strength that is predicted by the sum rule lies most probably in the

continuum region. Various reasons, such as configuration mixing and A-hole ex-

citations, have been given over the years why the undetected strength has shifted

into the high excitation energy continuum. It is, however, not a straightfoward

procedure to extract these strengths since the continuum is a collective excitation

of both L : 0 transition as well as .L > 0 transitions. To extract the strengths

from these giant resonances, will require an additional project requiring multi

decomposition of the cross sections.

The reason why the unit cross sections for odd-mass nuclei is larger than those

for even-mass nuclei is still unsolved but this study has once again shown that

the (p,n) reaction is an invaluable complement to weak-inbelaction decay stud-

ies. However, the way to proceed with this study lies with polarization transfer

measurements since these provides a direct measure of the relative Gamow-Teller

contribution in the isobaric analogue state, subsequently giving us a much better

understanding of the nuclear structure.
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